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Mission Statement:
To provide advice, education and high quality and innovative
therapeutic support to problem gamblers and those affected by
problem gambling, through residential, online and outreach services.
Gordon Moody Association offers a unique and intensive residential
treatment programme in the UK for those gamblers most severely
addicted as well as online support and advice to problem gamblers
outside Great Britain.
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The objects of the charity are:
To benefit the public by relief of the needs of those suffering as a result of problem
gambling, by assisting those alleviating the same and by research into its causes,
effects and alleviation and by education of the public.

Range of Treatment Services:
◆	Specialist Residential treatment programme
of 12 weeks duration (preceded by a 2-week
residential assessment) providing 18 bed spaces
in the West Midlands and South London.
◆		Half-way house accommodation and relapse
prevention support for up to 14 people for up
to 3 months following treatment.
◆ 	Outreach support for ex residents who have
moved on, we provide face to face and online
support.
◆ 	 Online support for friends and families
of residents.

◆ 	 Gambling Therapy service providing online
advice, information and support to problem
gamblers outside Great Britain.
◆ 	Unique Treatment programme for women
problem gamblers with a combination of group
residential and weekly one-to-one counselling,
three cohorts per year.
◆ 	 New annual Pilot Treatment programme for
men problem gamblers with a combination
of group residential and weekly one-to-one
counselling.
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Research:
Gordon Moody currently work in partnership with the University of Lincoln and
Bournemouth University.
Our shared academic partnership with the University of
Lincoln, who have assisted in validating the effectiveness of
our services by using many years’ worth of our archival data,
will be published later this year, here’s what they have to say:
Dr Amanda Roberts and Dr Steve Sharman, from the
University of Lincoln, are working in collaboration with
GMA on a number of gambling related research projects.
This partnership has allowed them to use information
collected by GMA to better inform understanding of both
the development and maintenance of gambling problems,
by investigating pathways in to gambling problems and
predictors of treatment outcome.
They have also been able to track trends and patterns of
gambler behaviour over the last 15 years, to provide an
overview of the changing face of treatment seeking gamblers
in the UK. The partnership between GMA and Lincoln has
also allowed them to investigate gambling related harms,
such as crime and health impacts. Findings from this novel
and timely work will be presented soon.
Dr. Amanda Roberts - University of Lincoln

Members of the Engineering of Social Informatics
Research Group (ESOTICS) at Bournemouth University
have a partnership agreement with Gambling Therapy (GT)
which has led to a very interesting project and results.
GT supported a PhD thesis on the design of online
platforms for peer support groups, to combat digital
addiction and has provided very insightful feedback on
this work and other BSc final year projects in responsible
online gambling. GT introduced ESOTICS academics to
the gambling industry and responsible gambling personnel
which resulted in enriching our research environment
and giving our work a wider outreach and impact. Pedro
Romero is on our advisory board for the EROGambb project
https://research.bournemouth.ac.uk/project/erogamb/
supported by GambleAware and he plays a key role in
linking our work to the best practice in handling problem
gambling and keeping us updated with the current activities
and events within the field. We are sincerely grateful for
the big contribution GT has offered us and we are looking
forward to more projects and initiatives, with the aim of
strengthening responsible gambling through more intelligent
and persuasive software-based solutions.
Bournemouth University
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Chair’s Introduction:
Welcome to our Annual Impact Report for the year ended 31 March 2017.
We end this financial year with positive news in
that our funding contract with GambleAware has
been secured for at least a further 3 years.
During the last year our women’s programme, run as a
retreat, has gone from strength to strength and we have
now also successfully secured funding to run a further
3 programmes a year for 3 more years.
Our first mixed model of care programme for men has also
secured funding to run as a pilot for the next 3 years.
We have been able to invest in improving the quality of our
residential and housing services over the last year with both
continuing to be in high demand.

We continue to have a waiting list for the residential service
as the demand for our services continues to rise and we
know we need to expand all elements (the men’s residential
service, the women’s service, mixed model of care men’s
pilot and our online Gambling Therapy service) of the
support we provide.
Though the numbers reported nationally are relatively small
compared to other addictions, the impact on the lives of
those affected is still just as devastating.
We know that we need to do more to not only enhance what
we do but also to expand our provision.
The Board of Trustees thank our supporters and donors, large
and small, old and new, for your contributions which have
enabled us to progress our activities with greater confidence.
I would like to thank our staff team and volunteers whose
untiring passion, commitment and dedication have made
it possible for us to take on new challenges and still deliver
an outstanding level of service.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Elaine
Smethurst, our Managing Director, who has very ably led
our staff team to ensure a stable financial future for the
organisation as well as for those that we support.
I also would like to thank my trustee colleagues on the board
in bringing their expertise and time to steer the work forward
initiated by Reverend Gordon Moody so many years ago.
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Managing Director Message
Gambling for many people is a fun way to spend some of their leisure time and money.
For the people who seek the help of the Gordon Moody Association, gambling has
spiralled out of control and destroyed their relationships, careers, families and selfesteem. As a charity which focuses on helping individuals rebuild their lives and their
resilience we provide hope for the future and the certainty that gambling addiction,
with determination and the right support, can be overcome.
As I write this I have recently stepped down as Managing Director after nearly 7 years
and I reflect on all that has been achieved by the dedicated staff team and the trustees
in delivering highly effective residential treatment and in introducing new ways of
working using mixed models of therapy including online and short term residential
programmes. I am inspired, as I know you will be, by the stories told by our clients and
deeply respectful of their courage and motivation in turning their lives around and
pursuing the hard journey back to recovery.
It was a great privilege to be part of this wonderful charity and to meet so many
inspiring people along the way. I hope that the coming year brings much success and
ever more positive stories.
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Achievements & Performance:
This year we have continued to meet our core objective in providing a safe, secure short-term
home for our client group whilst they participate in Gordon Moody’s intensive treatment
programme to overcome their gambling addiction.
Running three residential treatment provisions in multiple
locations, as well as our online therapy provision, through
Gambling Therapy brings many challenges and this year
has been no exception. Our frontline staff have met these
challenges head-on and in the majority of cases we have
succeeded in finding the best workable and effective solution
for all our Gordon Moody’s service users and their recovery.
During the last year our residents have continued to benefit
from the full support of our experienced and dedicated staff
team. Our staff ensure that residents are equipped with the
support they need, when they receive an offer of their own
move on accommodation.
Our Outreach Therapists continue to establish and build on
local relationships with key contacts to provide our residents
with a choice of resettlement options once they have finished
treatment. Through their efforts, and those of the rest of the
treatment staff team, we enable our clients to recover and
move on with their lives free from their gambling addiction.
It has become increasingly difficult to ensure continuity of
processing claims through Housing Benefit this year due to
the introduction of Universal Credit. With concerns about the
future of those of our residents who are in receipt of Universal
Credit, this is a key area that we will tightly monitor in 2017/18.
Our frontline staff team, as well as our small group of
volunteers, have continued through their loyalty and
dedication to provide the best possible service enabling
Gordon Moody to continue to meet its core objective in
providing a safe and secure environment for all our service
users during their recovery.
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The Senior Management team and the Board of Trustees
also need to be thanked for their continued support and
commitment during the year. The Board of Trustees give their
time and expertise freely and with continued loyalty to the
ethos of Gordon Moody Association.
This strong governance ensures that we are providing a
safe environment for our clients to stay whilst participating
in our treatment programme and our outreach services.
We believe that we have also made a positive contribution
to our residents’ health, confidence, quality of life and sense
of self-worth and we will continue to do so next year.
We thank the many people who have chosen to support
us with donations and gifts in kind this year. As a charity,
we can only continue our work with your support. We are
eternally grateful for the ring-fenced donations we have
received for specific projects. These donations are from
some of our long-standing supporters from within the
Gambling Industry.
Our relationship with GambleAware, who continue to
be our key funder for our residential treatment services,
remains strong and collaborative. We are forever grateful
for their support.
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Quality
In the summer of 2016 GambleAware funded the recruitment of two
independent consultants to carry out a Quality Monitoring Audit of both our
male residential centres and we are pleased to share their findings with you.
“We were most impressed with both services, which were operated consistently
in line with GMA’s principles, policies and procedures. These correspond to
established tenets of modern care practice and based on the evidence we
found provide an invaluable and much needed rehabilitation service for men
addicted to gambling in need of therapeutic intervention and support. In
particular we feel that the detailed assessments via the gambling and life audits
undertaken followed by the ongoing development of insight and re-skilling that
takes place during the twelve-week residential programme, enables clients to
return to live in the community with much improved prospects of leading lives
without gambling. In addition, we received unanimously positive feedback from
every resident to whom we spoke at both sites. Residents clearly accepted the
validity of the strict rules to which they were obliged to agree in order to remain
on the GMA therapeutic programme and without exception told us how the
service was helping them and how they now had optimism for the future. We
also felt that the two managers and their staff demonstrated great knowledge
of the psychological and practical aspects of gambling addiction and went
about their business in a calm and professional manner.”
To view the information on how our Residential Treatment
Services have performed this year, please visit our
website www.gordonmoody.org.uk and look
at our Annual Report & Accounts 2016/17.
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During the last twelve

over
2.3
million visits
months we received

to the Gambling
Therapy website

Gambling Therapy is an online service that provides
practical and emotional support and advice to people who
suffer from compulsive gambling. We offer the service in
different languages, online live support and our therapeutic
community is global. We offer immediate therapeutic support
and then signpost people on to their most appropriate
national and local services.
We have a multidisciplinary team composed of
psychologists, therapists, counsellors, advisors, ex-problem
gamblers and volunteers in order to cater for the specific
support needs of our service users.
There has been a massive increase in demand of our online
services (by over 125%) compared with last year. This
highlights the ever-growing need for online help for people
that are affected by problem gambling, or would like to know
more about the issue.

Gambling Therapy Site Visits
2,500,000

2,000,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

500,000

0
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Gambling Therapy’s multilingual site offers services available
in 30 different languages, with live helpline support in
English, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, Arabic, French and
German thanks to the kind donations of our corporate
supporters. We are a truly global non-profit with visits from
221 different countries.

Main Languages
2016-17

3%

3% 2%

Swedish

Bulgarian

2%

Portuguese

Russian

4%
5%
5%

Chinese

Italian

49%

Spanish

12%

English

German

15%
Other

We refer English-speaking contacts
based in Great Britain to Gamcare
who are funded to provide the National
Gambling Helpline in the UK.
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One of the highlights for Gambling Therapy this year has been the launch of the
Gambling Therapy app.

Key features of the Gambling Therapy app are:
The new Gambling Therapy free app provides a collection of tools and information to help people
identify and overcome problem gambling.

Access to the Gambling
Therapy online forums

Crisis support
information

Text based
live support

Self-assessment
questionnaire

Directory of
organisations
that can help

Mindfulness
and self-help
exercises

Daily motivational
quotes
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Links to blocking
software
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We have now produced our Annual Residential
Services Impact Report for 2016/17, which is available
on our website www.gordonmoody.org.uk

Extract from Residential Services
Impact Report
Residential Centres (Men) and Women’s programme
We have a number of tools which we utilise to assess peoples gambling
behaviour, plus other issues they may be experiencing as a result of their
gambling. The impact data below is for the period 2016/17 and shows the
overall improvement of their day to day experience.
The tools that we use are:
•

Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI)

•	The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9)
•

Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7)

•

Subjective Health and Social Functioning

•

The South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS)

•

CORE-10 – Clinical Outcomes in Routine Evaluation

15

483

applications
for residential
treatment
received

4%

of our clients
were home
owners

16%

of our referrals were
sleeping rough/hostel/
supported housing

35%

of those entering
treatment are living
with family
Total reported
amount gambled
between 2011-2017,
by 319 people is

£12,208,379

74 people
gambled £3,616,180
with a total recorded
debt amongst them of

£1,230,718
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78%

of those who came into
our residential centers,
reported that they had
ended their relationship
because of their
gambling addiction

37 residents report
to have 1 or more
children, with a
total of 69 children
between them. All
these children were
affected by their
parents gambling
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Problem Gambling Severity Index – PGSI The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9)
Problem Gambling Severity Index – PGSI is designed to
provide a snapshot of the person’s gambling behaviour over
the prior six weeks, and some of the consequences of it.
The higher the score the greater the risk that the person’s
gambling is a problem.
Residential Centres PGSI

The Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) helps identify
depressed persons and was designed as a tool to determine
the level of treatment required for patients in the primary
care setting. In the context of the Gordon Moody
Association assessments it asks the person to report on the
last two weeks.
Residential Centres PHQ-9

25

Average of 17.09 on entering programme to 4.87 upon
completion, showing an improvement of 12.22.

20
15

20

10

15

5
10
0

Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

5

The average improvement score on this assessment was
17.91 which equates to 81% improvement on this scale.

0

Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

Women’s Programme PGSI
Women’s Programme PHQ-9
20
20
15
15
10
10
5
5
0

Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

The average improvement score on this assessment 8.08
which equates to 44% improvement on this scale

0

Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

Average of 15.56 on entering the programme to 9.71 on
completion. Showing an improvement of 5.85Average of
15.56 on entering the programme to 9.71 on completion.
Showing an improvement of 5.85
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Generalised Anxiety disorder – GAD-7

Subjective Health and Social Functioning

This self-administered patient questionnaire is a screening
tool and severity measure for generalised anxiety disorder.
It consists of 7 questions which are designed to capture the
level of anxiety that the person has been experiencing over
the previous two weeks.

This asks the person to rate their overall psychological and
physical health and their quality of life with regards to the last
28 days. The higher the score at the end of treatment shows
that the person feels they are doing better in these areas.

Scores of 5, 10, and 15 are taken as the cut off points for
mild, moderate, and severe anxiety respectively. When used
as a screening tool, further evaluation is recommended
when the score is 10 or greater.
Residential Centres GAD-7

Residential Centres H&SF
50
40
30
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20

12

10

9

0

Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

6

Average 19.39 at the beginning to 45.39 upon completion.
Average improvement = 26.00

3
0

Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

Average 14.13 at the beginning and 4.71 upon completion.
Average improvement score = 9.42
Women’s Programme – GAD-7

Women’s programme H&SF

35
30
25
20

10

15
8

10
5

6

0

4
2
0

End of treatment Average Improvement

Average 24.89 at the beginning to 34.86 on completion.
Average improvement = 9.97
Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

Average 9.88 at the beginning to 9.33 on completion.
Average improvement score = 0.5
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The South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS)
Scores on the SOGS: maximum score is 20, 0 = no problem
with gambling, 1-4 = some problems with gambling, 5 or
more = probable pathological gambler.
Residential Centres (SOGS)
15
12
9
6
3
0

Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

Average of 14.21 at the beginning to 2.39 upon completion.
average improvement =11.82
Women’s Programme (SOGS)
15
12
9
6
3
0

Pre-treatment

End of treatment Average Improvement

Average of 14.22 at the beginning to 7.71 upon completion.
Average improvement = 6.51
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Residential Centres

Women’s Programme

The average score of our residents in this period has gone
down from 16.88 on arrival to 5.89, showing a definite
reduction in score across all items to below clinical cut off
and just above healthy.

With a start point of 16 and a reduction to 4, the overall
picture would indicate that over the duration of treatment
individuals are generally improving on the items measured
in this scale.

Residential Centres (Core 10)

Women’s programme (Core 10)

20

20

15

15

10

10

5

5

0

A1 A2 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12

0

A1 A2 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12

Residential Centres Longer Term Impact
203 people in total have now given us post treatment measurements by completing the questionnaires, thus helping us to
build a clearer picture of the longer-term impact of our treatment programme.

50
40
30
20
10
0
3-5 months

6-8 months

9-11 months

12-16 months

17-24 months

25+ months

These figures demonstrate that the outcome measures achieved at the end of treatment are sustained. (Not all 203
responders completed questionnaires at every interval)
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Women’s programme post treatment Outcomes
The outcome measures recorded from the women in this report suggest that the programme is giving them the tools to deal
better with their day to day lives and ultimately take control of their gambling. However, it is important to evaluate, wherever
possible, whether the model of treatment is facilitating a longer-term change.
Using Survey Monkey as a tool we have begun to collect some post treatment measures to evaluate how the women are coping
post treatment and whether they have been able to sustain any lasting change. What we have recorded so far is as follows:

This data indicates that the women are, in the main, sustaining the end of treatment scores in the short term and then
gradually improving on them.

Age started Gambling
The age range of those at the residential centres was from 20 to 68 with the average age being 36. Our client group would
appear to offer support to the findings in the Gambling commission report which showed that 1.1% of 35-44 years old
identified as being a problem gambler.
The age range of the women who entered treatment was 24 to 67 with the average age being 43. Again, offering support to the
Gambling Commission report that showed that 1.1% of women who identified as problem gamblers were aged 35-44 years old.
Residential Centres

Women’s Programme
60
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Therapy
A poem by a resident from
our Beckenham Centre
Misery inside of me
The pain I’ve caused I couldn’t see
That’s why I’m in therapy
I stole, I skived, I betrayed and I lied
Forgot what it’s like to feel alive
Got advice but never tried
That’s why I’m in therapy
I’ve worn a mask all my adult life
Killing relationships with my gambling knife
I’ll end up with no family, no kids or no wife
That’s why I’m in therapy
The web I created to catch my prey
Lying to loved ones every single day
One more bet this time it will pay
That’s why I’m in therapy
What makes me more important than them
I’ll pay you all back, I’ve told you all when
I’ve told that lie again and again
That’s why I’m in therapy
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The House I built myself
Foundations so deep
The doors now wide open
I’m feeling so weak
That’s why I’m in therapy
Destroying the devil that’s grown inside me
Oh, to imagine what life can be
A transparent Joe for the world to see
That’s why I’m in therapy
I have a choice I need to make
To ruin this chance or learn from mistakes
Accepting the past and try to move on
In order to do this, I must stay strong
That’s why I’m in therapy
Misery inside of me
The pain I caused I’m starting to see
That’s why I’m in therapy
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Gambling’s Not an Addiction?
A poem by Jack
A spin of the wheel to kill todays pain
A final last bet to drain todays shame
I stop to reflect but the pull is my gain
I need the rush to surge through my vein
I call up a loved one to ease todays crave
But they didn’t pick up, so I spin today’s game
An addiction’s an addiction and they all hurt the same!
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During the early stages
of his treatment, Mat was very
self-deprecating and struggled
with both his own and other
people’s emotions. But as his
confidence built up so did Mat’s
trust and his own self-belief.
24
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Mat’s Journey
Mat arrived at GMA’s Dudley Treatment Centre on 6 September 2016 and
appeared very anxious and nervous. For the first two weeks, he kept himself
to himself and struggled to engage with anyone including our staff.
During his life audit, it was identified that he had grown
up in a nice middle-class home with one sibling and two
caring devoted parents who provided love and support
within a well-kept organized home. Tragedy struck the
family when Mat’s father died. Mat was very young so
has little memory of this time other than a great sense of
loss and of the family instability.
His mother coped well as a single parent and continued
to provide support and a comfortable home life for her
two children.
Mat did well at school and was naturally intelligent but at
times struggled to fit-in, he stated that he sometimes felt
like the odd one out because he didn’t have a father, he
recalled his class mates talking about the things they had
done with their fathers over the weekend such as playing
football or going fishing together, so from an early age
Mat learnt to keep his feelings to himself and never
confided with his mother or his sister about his feelings
or of the loss of his father and how he mourned not
having a father figure to look up to.
In his teens Mat began to drift away from his family and
his education and he began to gamble and drink. Once
he’d started work after giving up on education he began
taking drugs on a regular basis. Mat fell into a hedonistic
life of drink, drugs and gambling with little direction in life,
nor did he form any close relationships. All of which took
its toll on his mental state.
Mat predominantly worked in sales, which was
detrimental to his mental health and well-being chasing
sales and money only fueled his gambling addiction and
his now destructive life style.
Mat was in his mid-thirties when he started the GMA
program, he was emotionally cut off from the world, he
was very mistrustful of others and confused and angry at
the life he had been living.

During the early stages of his treatment, Mat was very
self- deprecating and struggled with both his own and
other people’s emotions. But as his confidence built up so
did Mat’s trust and his own self-belief. Over time Mat
became a well-liked and respected member of the GMA
community, who gave sound constructive advice to others.
In the half-way house, he continued to work on selfconfidence and began talking openly and honestly with
his mother and sister for the first time, giving them an
insight into the life he had led and why. Mat listened to
the advice of GMA staff and worked hard on staying
away from bad influences, such as old friends who
continue to gamble and take drugs. During treatment
Mat had come to realise that going back into sales would
be detrimental to his long-term recovery, so began to
look at alternative work and life style choices.

Over time Mat built up trust and rapport
with his family and decided to relocate to
the Midlands for a fresh start and on-going
support from GMA’s outreach team.
Mat continued to suffer from low mood and self-doubt
from time to time but was now able to talk openly and
honestly about his feelings and allowing his support
network to support and help him.
Mat left the half-way house to move into his own flat, which
he has decorated and furnished to a high standard turning
it into a comfortable place he calls home. Mat now works
full time for a local charitable trust, which fulfils his need to
be mentally challenged without the need to chase money.
This has given Mat a sense of pride and purpose.
For the first time in Mat’s adult life he is happy and drink,
drug and gambling free! Mat now looks and sounds
confident and he is looking forward to his future. Mat now
has the mental tools he needs and when he needs to talk,
he simply calls his family or GMA for a chat.
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Some of our clients
have been willing to share
their stories and experiences
to encourage others to seek help
for their gambling addiction.
Names and other identifying features
have been changed to protect the
identity of individuals.

“Not only do I think this support network has helped
me stop permanently but I also believe I now am
fully equipped to improve and change my life for
the better. I hope and doubt I will ever return to
gambling because of this course.”
26 26
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Sarah’s journey
Sarah completed our May to August 2016 Mixed Model of Care Programme. She
had been periodically abstaining from gambling for short periods prior to her
entry into the Gordon Moody programme but had little success in obtaining a
sustained recovery. Sarah had little insight into the reasons behind her
gambling and felt very stuck.
I was 31 in September 2017 and I have been
gambling for about 6 years. I had struggled for two
years to stop on my own by going to G.A meetings,
giving up access of my money and counselling.

I only managed to abstain for short periods
of time until I found the Gordon Moody
female retreat. The GMA retreats at Hereford
have been priceless.
Between them and my one to one's with Jane, not
only have I abstained since 22nd of May 2017 but I
have become aware of the triggers that made me use
gambling as a coping mechanism.

They helped me to have a deeper understanding of
myself and provided me with excellent tools to deal
with my emotions.
Not only do I think this support network has helped
me stop permanently but I also believe I now am fully
equipped to improve and change my life for the
better. I hope and doubt I will ever return to gambling
because of this course.
I only wish that I could continue to receive the care
given, even if it was annually. Please continue to grow
and spread the message to as many people as
possible. Many thanks Sarah x
Sarah is now back in education and feels very
positive about her future!
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Our Partnerships
We would not be able to deliver our mission without a whole range of partners,
Below is some feedback from a few of our main partners.

"The Gordon Moody Association provides a
"The residential care services provided by
valued component of the emerging national
Gordon Moody are a significant part of the
system of gambling-related treatment
overall programme of treatment currently
services funded by GambleAware.
available to people affected by gamblingAlongside funding the core residential
related harm in Britain. Continuing to build
programme, we are delighted to be funding
both the quality and capacity of treatment
a women’s programme combining
services remains one of the priority actions in
residential with outpatient therapy. As the
the National Responsible Gambling Strategy.”
national treatment system develops, we look
Sir Christopher Kelly KCB, Chair
forward to Gordon Moody Association
Responsible Gambling Strategy Board
continuing to work in conjunction with other
service providers to ensure an integrated
model of service provision, ensuring that
every client receives the support that best
"I am very proud to represent the area in
meets their individual needs.”
which the Gordon Moody Association's
Marc W. Etches, Chief Executive
residential support scheme is based and
GambleAware
where much of its brilliant counselling work
is carried out, so I have seen for myself the
impact it has. I have heard at first-hand how
the Gordon Moody team have changed
people's lives, enabling them to tackle their
addiction and get their lives back on track. It
is a fantastic organisation, doing really
important work and I very much hope
everyone reading this will do all they can to
support it in future."
Ian Austin MP, Labour MP for Dudley North
House of Commons
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"Our long relationship with Gordon Moody
Association is very important to the Rank
Group and our executive team have directly
benefited from visiting their services and
sharing their experience and expertise in
dealing with the most acute gambling
problems. This relationship continues to
inform and reinforce our commitment to
social responsibility.
Furthermore, their multilingual Gambling
Therapy online service helps us to ensure
that customers within our Spanish business,
Enracha, have assistance on hand should
they ever be concerned about their
gambling.”
Henry Birch, CEO
Rank Group

"For the past six years, Caesars
Entertainment UK has supported Gordon
Moody Association in the provision of
residential support and treatment for
people with gambling addictions. This
forms part of the Company’s ongoing
commitment to being a leader in social
responsibility in the gambling industry.
We are proud of our long-standing working
relationship with Gordon Moody Association
and we appreciate all their excellent
treatment, rehabilitation and support work.”
Mike Rothwell, Managing Director
Caesars Entertainment
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Plans for 2017/18
Adele Duncan joined us as our new CEO in the Summer 2017 and summarises below the key
areas we will be focusing on.

Future Priorities:
Moving forwards, we are committed and motivated to
continue to deliver effective evidence based services
to those with gambling addiction via our range of diverse
services: residential programmes; halfway houses;
Gambling Therapy and mixed models of care. We are in the
process of developing our new Corporate Strategy for
2018-2021 and during 2017/18 will continue to develop
further as below:

Governance
In line with our plans for the current year, we will ensure the
effective recruitment and induction of a new Trustee with
clinical experience. We will also develop a succession plan
and implement this to ensure that we continue to attract and
recruit good effective Trustees. Our Trustees need to not only
oversee the legal requirements that we need to adhere as a
Charity but they also bring skills, experience and knowledge
to further enhance the purposes of the Gordon Moody
Association.
Continued financial security
With the security of 3 years funding for our UK residential
models of service, we will look to expand our models of
care and create new innovative pilots to attract resources
to enable us to continue to deliver our vision and mission.
Residential
Our residential services will continue to develop with a review
to ensure consistently high standards are provided within the
programmes across both houses with evidence to support
the benefits of our specialist residential treatment. Innovative
new ways to enhance the core programme will be considered
to ensure that recovery is sustainable for those who complete
our programmes. We will work with others to better support
families and loved ones whilst treatment is taking place and
beyond that. We will explore new ways to further develop
our support to people for both pre-and post-treatment.
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Outreach support

Volunteers

Working with our local Welfare Benefits teams we will
support our residents as the challenges of Universal Credit
are implemented to ensure that they are claiming and
receiving the support from Housing Benefit to which they are
entitled. We will embed and evaluate the new Respite Pilot
for those who have completed treatment but may need a
‘refresher’ to get their recovery back on track.

Our volunteer handbook has now been produced and we
will now embark on recruiting volunteers who can help
support the charity’s aims and add value to our great work.
We are keen to share our vision with others within the local
communities where we provide services and introducing
volunteer specific roles will enable us to do that effectively
and to open up new opportunities within those communities.

Women’s Retreat

Service User Involvement

As we move into the 2nd year of the programme we will look
at further ways to enhance the support at the end of the
Programme and to work to support the women to enable their
own mutual support from each other. Having secured funding
from GambleAware to continue with this provision, we will offer
3 programmes per year, providing the much-needed capacity
to help up to 80 women, including those who are set to start
in the next programme in September 2017.

We have previously used focus groups to seek input
and views from our service users in the main. We will
now be further developing our service user involvement
strategic plans to ensure that, the voices of those with lived
experience, are heard and that this feedback is an integral
part of developing our services for the future.

Pilot Men’s Retreat
With further thanks to GambleAware, we will offer a mixed
model of care retreat pilot for male clients due to start from
October 2017. This pilot scheme will be mirrored by using a
similar style of treatment to that offered for women, initiated
in 2015. As part of the new pilot for men we will monitor
throughout with the view to demonstrating, with clarity, both
the differences in ‘residential’ from ‘retreat’ style therapy for
men and the impact of those too.
Gambling Therapy
The focus for Gambling Therapy is strengthening
therapeutic support services in English, German, Spanish
and Italian. We also plan on Releasing Version 2 (additional
languages) & Version 3 (Nordic languages) of the Gambling
Therapy App. We will also include additional content
and features within the app. A key strategic focus is our
new online updated training package in partnership with
Gambling Compliance as well as the possibility of delivering
face to face suicide-alert training for Gambling Therapy’s
corporate supporters.

Our Trustees:
Rekha Wadhwani (Chair)
Mark Otway (Treasurer)
John Blake
Janine Edwards
Peter Hannibal
Lindsey Hayes
Rob Lemon
Edward Wyatt
Our Patrons:
Paul Bellringer OBE
Phil Silver
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The Odds
A poem written by Maureen
From out of the red and into the black, that's the odds I'm
getting for not going back
I’ll get some Botox, false nails and new hair, I'll treat the family there
will be plenty to spare
My life was hell I had no money to spend, I would give it to Rita,
my so-called gambling friend.
Now Rita had lights and features and bells, she housed the machines where
so many have dwelled
She’ll get you in debt and teach you to steal, then the bank statement
comes and your deceit she’ll reveal.
You'll lose all you have and never be right, no matter how hard you
try, you'll still lose the fight.
You family will suffer and so will your health and slowly but
surely, you'll lose all your wealth.
Your mind will trip and the next thing you know,
you’re in way to deep and there's no place to go.
So, these odds are great to place your last
bet, and never go back to house of regret.
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Finance:
For full financial information, please see the Annual Report & Accounts available
on both the Charity Commission and Gordon Moody websites

Income Sources
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Donations & Legacies

GambleAware
Income 2016
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Other Income

Income 2017

Income 2016

Income 2017

Donations & Legacies

£222,444

£241,476

GambleAware

£621,810

£650,464

Other Income

£225,155

£224,104

Total

£1,069,409

£1,116,044
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